
Abstract. Aim: To evaluate Radiation Therapy Oncology
Group planning target volume margins of 7-10 mm for
radiation therapy in anorectal cancer using prone belly-
board positioning without image guidance. Patients and
Methods: 375 kV cone beam computed tomography image-
guided radiotherapy (IGRT) images from 20 patients treated
for anorectal cancer were retrospectively analyzed for setup
shifts. We calculated the total translational shift for each
patient and the frequency with which setup shifts exceeded 
7 mm and 10 mm. Results: A total of 42.7% of treatments
required shifts >7 mm and 20.8% >10 mm. The mean
translational shift was 7.1 mm. 70% of patients experienced
shifts ≥7 mm in 20% or more of their treatments and 25% of
≥10 mm in 20% or more of their treatments; 15%
experienced shifts ≥10 mm in over half of their treatments.
van Herk calculations suggest margins of 12.8 mm are
necessary for accuracy without IGRT. Conclusion: IGRT
using a prone belly board and 7-10 mm margins requires
daily image-guidance to prevent planning target volume
misses and ensure optimal dose delivery.

Radiotherapy is a cornerstone of anorectal cancer
management. In the traditional supine position, grade 3-4
gastrointestinal toxicity occurs in 28% of patients receiving
chemoradiotherapy and 6% of patients receiving
radiotherapy alone (1, 2). Much of this toxicity is linked to
irradiation of the small bowel and Quantec reports dosimetric

parameters to limit small bowel toxicity (3). The use of
prone belly-board positioning (PBBP) can displace the small
bowel from the treatment field (4), significantly reducing the
dose to the small bowel compared to traditional supine setup
(5-7), and reducing the toxicity of pelvic irradiation (8).
Additional benefit may be gained by employing intensity-
modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) with PBBP in order to
administer higher doses to larger target volumes while
minimizing the dose to nearby organs (9).

However, the use of PBBP is associated with increased
setup uncertainty (10, 11). Internal organ motion can also
affect the positioning of the tumor, rectum, and mesorectum
(12, 13), and target volumes can experience deformations of
up to 7 mm (14). Despite this, the development of more
accurate image guidance techniques allows high-dose
radiation to be given to the target volume while avoiding
exposure to nearby healthy tissues in the treatment of
anorectal cancer (15). IMRT has been increasingly used to
treat rectal and anal cancer, and accurate targeting is most
crucial when using IMRT because there is rapid dose drop-
off outside the target volume. IMRT with PBBP using
image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT) with daily
kilovoltage cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) is a
standard protocol at our Institution for the management of
anal cancer and complex rectal cancer. 

In order to help standardize volume definition, the
Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) has published
contouring atlas guidelines for various sites. For anorectal
cancer, RTOG recommends planning target volume (PTV)
margins of 7-10 mm outside the clinical target volume
(CTV) (16). However, these guidelines were developed for
therapy in the supine position. There are no published data
on using image guidance to assess the appropriateness of
these margins when treating patients with the use of PBBP.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate if recommended
PTV margins are sufficient for patients with anorectal cancer
treated using PBBP. 
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Patients and Methods

Data collection. This study was approved by the UC Davis Medical
Center Institutional Review Board (approval number 246360-7).
Images using 375 kV CBCT were collected from 20 consecutively
treated patients and retrospectively analyzed for CBCT-guided setup
shifts. All patients were treated using PBBP for anal or rectal cancer
at our Institution from October 2010 through January 2012. 

Image-guided radiotherapy. All patients were simulated and received
IGRT with PBBP. Patients were set up using four reference points
marked by tattoos to outline the treatment fields. Two tattoos for lateral
alignment were placed over the left and right greater trochanters. For
superior–inferior alignment, two tattoos were placed posteriorly at
midline over the upper and lower lumbar spine. In order to immobilize
patients treated using PBBP, a prone pillow was used to stabilize the
head and position the arms overhead. A styrofoam block was placed
between the feet. Image-guided patient alignment was performed using
a combination of bony structures as landmarks and positioning of the
soft tissues as visualized by CBCT. Once patients were aligned using
soft-tissue positioning, the alignment of the sacrum, pelvic rim, iliac
crest, and L5 was evaluated. If there was gross bony alignment error,
the patient setup was repeated. Treatment fields were standard and
based on available RTOG atlases. Patients received IGRT with CBCT
before treatment fractions either five times weekly if receiving IMRT,
or twice weekly if receiving 3- or 4-field conformal radiotherapy.
Patients were not instructed to have a full bladder for treatment. 

Set-up error calculation. Shifts were made to align the four tattoos to
the room isocenter. Shifts were recorded for each use of image
guidance in each of the following Cartesian axes: superior–inferior,
left–right, and anterior–posterior. Shift values from each image were
assigned positive and negative directionality. Superior, left, and
anterior were set as positive values. Inferior, right, and posterior were
set as negative values. Net shifts in each axis were determined from
each image. Total distance, or translational shift, was calculated by
the magnitude of the vector of the combined shifts using the equation
√(x2+y2+z2). The distance of the translational shift was calculated for
each CBCT image for all patients. The van Herk margins (17) were
calculated along the three primary axes by analyzing the systemic and
random components of the CBCT shift data. The daily CBCT records
show the superior–inferior, left–right, and anterior–posterior
movements of the couch which were applied clinically in order to
align the patient with the room isocenter. The systematic component
Σ is the standard deviation of each patient’s mean shift and the
random component σ is the root mean square of standard deviations
of the patients’ shifts averaged of the number of patients. The margin
dimension for each axis is then given by the 2.5Σ + 0.7σ.

Statistical analysis. Shifts in patient alignment were calculated as
described above and the mean, median, and standard deviations
were reported using descriptive statistics. Graph Pad Prism (Graph
Pad Inc, La Jolla, CA, USA) was used to analyze the data.
Comparisons between shifts by body mass index (BMI) were
performed using a paired t-test to determine significance (p<0.05).

Results

Of the 20 patients in this cohort, four patients received
treatment for anal cancer and 16 received treatment for

rectal cancer. As shown in Table I, the median patient age
was 58 years (range=26-85 years) and the median BMI was
26.25 kg/m2 (range=15-36.3 kg/m2). The median number of
CBCT collected for each patient was 18.8 images
(range=11-29 images). The median radiotherapy dose was
5,040 Gy (range=5040-6400 Gy) and treatment techniques
included 3-field, 4-field, and IMRT. 

To compare the image-guided shifts in our cohort to the
2009 recommended RTOG contouring guidelines, we
determined the mean and median net setup shifts for each
Cartesian axis. Table II shows the mean and median net
setup shifts for each Cartesian axis. Across the cohort, mean
shifts were greatest in the anterior–posterior axis. The mean
total translational distance shifted for the entire cohort was
6.4 mm but varied considerably for individual patients,
ranging from means of 3.1 to 14.2 mm (Table II).
Additionally, we found that the direction of the shifts was
random and not consistently in a single direction.

In order to examine the number of treatments that would
have potentially been delivered inaccurately without the use
of IGRT, we next determined the number of shifts exceeding
the recommended 7-10 mm PTV margin (Table II). We
found that out of 375 uses of image guidance, 160 (42.7%)
required shifts greater than 7 mm and 78 (20.8%) required
shifts greater than 10 mm. Furthermore, when looking at
individual patients, 14 out of 20 patients (70%) experienced
shifts greater than 7 mm in ≥20% of their treatments. Five
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Table I. Patients’ characteristics.

Characteristic Number

Total number of patients 20
Gender, n

Male 11
Female 9

Median age (range), years 58 (26-85)
Median BMI (range), kg/m2 26.25 (15-36.3)
BMI, n

<18.5 kg/m2 2
18.5-24.9 kg/m2 6
25-29.9 kg/m2 7
>30 kg/m2 5

Site, n
Anal 4
Rectal 16

Radiation, n
3-Field* 13
4-Field** 3
IMRT*** 4

BMI: Body mass index. *Three patients also received intensity-
modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) boost to the pelvis or pelvic lymph
nodes. **One patient also received IMRT boost to the rectum. ***One
also received IMRT boost to the anus.



patients (25%) had shifts greater than 10 mm in ≥20% of
their treatments. Importantly, three patients (15%) had shifts
greater than 10 mm in over half of their treatments,
indicating that in a minority of patients there was a
consistent need for large shifts.

Previous studies suggest that obesity and BMI are
associated with unreliable treatment setup. We found no
correlation between BMI and total shift distance. The median
BMI for the entire cohort (26.25 kg/m2, Table I) was not
significantly different from that of patients with mean shifts
>10 mm (24.2 kg/m2, range=15-36.3 kg/m2), or the four
patients with the greatest proportion of treatments with shifts
>10 mm (26.85 kg/m2, range=23.4-34.4 kg/m2).

We calculated van Herk margins to determine the
necessary margin to ensure 95% of patients receive the
prescribed dose in the absence of IGRT (17). Our calculated
margins were 7 mm in the superior–inferior axis, 6.9 mm in
the left–right axis, and 12.8 mm in the anterior–posterior
axis.

Discussion

The purpose of this study was to determine if PTV margins
of 7-10 mm, as recommended by the 2009 RTOG contouring
atlas guidelines for supine anorectal cancer, are sufficient for
patients treated using PBBP without image guidance. We

found that overall, 20.8% of treatments required shifts
greater than 10 mm. Without the use of IGRT, PTV margins
of 10 mm would have resulted in partial PTV misses in
≥20% of treatments for a quarter of the patients and in ≥50%
of treatments for 15% of patients. PTV margins of 7 mm
would have resulted in PTV misses in over half of the
treatments for 25% of patients. Whether the regularity of
these PTV misses, if left uncorrected, would translate into a
change in treatment efficacy is unknown. There is a clear
contribution of marginal misses to local recurrence rates, and
routine misses in a significant minority of patients could
adversely affect clinical outcomes. This is particularly crucial
when employing IMRT as the delivered dose decreases
sharply outside of the delineated target volume. Thus
although the use of IMRT with PBBP can be highly
desirable, our data suggest that daily image guidance or
expanded PTV margins are necessary to ensure treatment
accuracy with this technique. Using van Herk margin
calculations based on our data, we determined that margins
of 12.8 mm (at least in the anterior–posterior axis) are
required to ensure accurate treatment delivery in the absence
of image guidance. It is important to keep in mind that
increasing PTV margins can increase the dosage to
surrounding normal tissues. In this case, the need for
increased PTV margins needs to be weighed against the
reduction in irradiated normal tissue that use of PBBP
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Table II. Summary of individual Cartesian shifts and total translational shifts (in mm) for the patient cohort.

Mean net shift Total distance

Case Location Superior–inferior Left–right Anterior–posterior Mean Median SD Days >7 mm Days >10 mm Images

1 Rectal 1.5 2.3 1.3 3.8 3.9 1.8 1 0 12
2 Anal 1.7 3.1 2.1 4.8 4.1 2.9 1 1 21
3 Rectal 2.6 2.4 2.5 4.8 4.2 2.3 6 0 27
4 Rectal 2.1 1.7 1.1 3.3 3.2 1.2 0 0 11
5 Rectal 3.0 2.3 3.1 5.6 5.4 2.9 4 1 16
6 Rectal 4.1 2.3 1.1 5.6 5.6 3.0 4 1 14
7 Rectal 2.0 1.1 1.6 3.1 3.0 1.2 0 0 13
8 Rectal 2.6 3.0 5.0 6.9 7.1 2.5 15 3 29
9 Anal 4.7 6.9 3.2 10.2 10.4 3.3 20 16 27

10 Rectal 0.6 2.6 1.2 3.3 2.8 1.5 0 0 11
11 Rectal 3.8 2.3 4.5 7.0 6.8 2.9 13 2 28
12 Rectal 1.3 3.2 2.4 4.8 4.6 2.3 2 0 14
13 Anal 3.1 3.0 8.4 10.1 9.5 3.5 21 12 27
14 Rectal 2.7 1.6 3.3 5.1 4.6 2.5 3 0 12
15 Rectal 6.0 2.4 8.7 11.5 11.5 3.8 25 17 28
16 Anal 3.1 2.0 13.3 14.2 13.2 5.9 24 19 27
17 Rectal 3.2 2.4 4.0 6.5 6.3 2.3 5 1 12
18 Rectal 2.4 5.1 1.4 6.7 5.8 3.7 8 4 19
19 Rectal 1.7 2.9 1.9 4.8 4.0 2.7 3 1 15
20 Rectal 2.8 1.6 3.8 5.4 3.7 3.3 5 0 12

Mean 2.7 2.7 3.7 6.4 6.0 2.8 8.0 3.9 18.8
Median 2.6 2.4 2.8 5.5 5.0 2.8 4.5 1.0 15.5



provides (18). We thus recommend the use of daily IGRT
with CBCT when using PBBP and IMRT to effectively
correct setup variability and account for internal organ
displacement. At our Institution, we employ image guidance
using CBCT, which has also been shown to effectively track
the dynamic changes of the rectum through the course of
treatment (19). Therefore, the accuracy of dose delivery can
be improved by imaging the soft tissues with CBCT
compared to the use of bony landmarks for alignment alone.

These data further suggest that a sub-group of patients will
frequently require significant shifts for alignment, while others
can be set up quite reproducibly. Although overall daily IGRT
is recommended for ensuring treatment accuracy when
employing PBBP, there may be a subset of patients for whom
this is not necessary. Conversely, there appears to be a subset
of patients for whom IGRT will be critical in ensuring proper
treatment delivery. Obesity can contribute to setup
inaccuracies (20). However, we found no correlation between
BMI and total shift distance in our cohort. Our study does
corroborate previous findings that variability in patient
positioning with PBBP is predominantly in the
anterior–posterior axis (10, 11). For supine pelvic treatments,
some studies demonstrate that immobilization devices can
improve reproducibility (21, 22), whereas others refute this
(23). Immobilization devices are ineffective in patients with a
waist circumference greater than 105 cm. Clearly further work
is required to determine the optimal procedure for reducing
setup errors for individual patients in the prone position.

From this study, we conclude that margins of 7-10 mm are
insufficient for patients treated with PBBP. The use of 7-10 mm
margins requires daily image guidance in order to prevent a
substantial number of PTV misses and ensure optimal dose
delivery. In the absence of IGRT, we recommend PTV margins
of 12.8 mm.
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